
 
Important dates / Timelines 

 
 

 Details   Date / Timelines  

Auction Date   17th  January  2024 
Payment Period  18th  January  to 31st January  2024 
Payment Verification Timelines Maybe around 3 working days 
DO Request by Buyers Post Payment Verification 
DO Generation Post DO Request Maybe around 3 working days 
DO Validity From DO Generation* till  18th March 2024 
Lifting GM Coal at Suliyari Mine to be contacted 

 

*DO will be issued on "First come, first served" (FC-FS) principle, with an intention to facilitate the 
successful bidder with a maximum of 55 days of duration before 18th March ’2024, to lift the won 
quantity, depending on issuance of DO by APMDC Coal Wing, Head Office. Which means buyers shall 
place request for issuance of DO to be issued by APMDC immediately after making the required 
payment. If DO Request is delayed from buyer-end after making the payment, he will get less number 
of days for lifting the won quantity. Hence buyers are informed to place immediate request for the DO 
after payment verification. 

 

Process to be followed as per district administrative. 

 

The following process needs to be followed by All Suliyari Coal buyers during lifting. 

 

"Pursuant to the recent incidents of accidents on coal transportation routes and concerns 
regarding pollution during transit through villages, the District Administration has issued directives 
to implement road safety measures for the transportation of coal from Suliyari coal mine. 
Accordingly, it is mandated that coal buyers adhere to the following guidelines: 

1. All coal transportation must be conducted in covered trucks. 

2. Convoys should be formed, and the vehicles must travel at a limited speed. 

3. Dust suppression techniques, including water sprinkling, should be employed. 

4. Coal-loaded trucks are required to be covered with leak-proof tarpaulin 

Buyers and transportation agencies are responsible for making the necessary arrangements to 
ensure compliance with these directives. The emphasis is on prioritizing safety and minimizing 
environmental impact during the transportation of coal in the Singrauli district." 

 


